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by a worker for a specific purpose. It is the work unit that deals

with the _ethods, procedures, and-techniques (the 'What," "HO- " and

"Why") by which parts of a job.are carried out. The effort m y

, *it

involve physical or manipulative ackivities or mental:processes such

as analyzing and planning. -Such-effort may be exerted to change a

material or merely to maintain its iptegrity. The material may be

tangible, as metal,and paper, or intangible, as numbers and words.

-Each task has certain distinguishing characteristics.

It is recognized usually, as being one of the worker's

principal responsibilities.

B. It,occupies a significant portion of the worker's time.

C. It involves work operations which Utilize closely related ,

skills knowledges, and abilities.

It is performed for some purpose/ by some method according

to some'standard with respect te sPeed; accuracy-,. quality,

. or quan ity. -This- proficiency standard may be developed

by the worker through trial and error or learned_through

experience; it may be provided to the worker by,asuper-

visor in theform of 1, written, or graphic instruction;

or it may, exist as a directive, published operating:pro-

cedure or some similar form.

Tasks may be oOnsidered major or minor, depending on theextent

to which they establish demands for skills, knowledges, aptitudes,

physical capacities, and personal traits and upon theziercentage of

total work time involved in their peiformance.
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JOB - a grouping-of related respOnsibiiities for huMan,per-
,

1

formance called-\tasks. A person employed to lubricate vehicles per-

forms various lubrication and associated tasks. Such a person is

identified as a LUBRICATION MAN (VEHICLE). The titles Numerical Con-

trol Part,Programmer and Grocery Store Check-Out Clerk also identify

Some jObs, such as Machinist are highly involved with equip-
-

ment. The tasks which make up such jobs are generally based on thd

equipment and its operation. Figure 1 illustrates the Hierarchy of

/a Job by depicting the relationship of elements, tasks and,the job.

The first step in the analyais of a job is anexact deter-

minationeof what the job is and ita precise limits; that is, where

the job begins and where it ends. The analyst therefore must be

able to discover the.exact nature of job.

Eath-jOb analysis-schedule must faithfully report the job

exactlY\it exists in an establishment at the time of the analysis,

not as it h uld exist, not as it has existed in the past, and not as

it exists in si ilar plants. While jobs are, to a certain extent,

constantly changing and evolving, the analyst should not speculate

on future plans given by employers or on how the analyst believes

the job might change in the futu e.

1 4



01.01

Drives vehicle into

service area

HIERARCHY OF A JOB

LbBRICATION MAN

(VEHICLE)

,Tmisr11.

.m5 JOB.

010 02.0 03.0
04.0

Prepares vehicle for under Lubricates under 13rains engine_
Etc.--

TASK

chassislubrication chassis oil

01.02

Examines shop

work order ..

01.03

.Examines'manufacturers'

abrication specifications

delimgmnemsrp,

01.04

Adjusts lift

arms

01.05

Etc.

NOTE: To illustrate the relationship of elements to tasks each has been clasified by a

numerical symbol. Tasks, the major units, are.numbered (01.0, 02.0, etc.)...The elements

which make up each task are related to that task by the first two digits of the numbering

syStem. The last digits show the number'of each element (01,01, 01.02, etc.). For

example,. element 01.02 is the second element of the first task.

Figure 1

-ELEMEr



CH _TER III

THE JOB PLNALYSIS SCHEDULE

Items 1 through 4 of the, job analysis-schedule identify'a job

accurately within the organization in which it occurs. Spaces are

provided for entering the (1) Job title (2) Date and Numb of

,

Sheets, Alternate titles as well as- (-) Dictionary title and

code. This identification permits a rapid reference and cross re-

ference to schedules which contain desired information. The job

analysis schedule in Appendix-A illustr tes items 1 through 4 com-

pleted in an appropriate fashion.

Item lr Job Title

Enter-the name by which the job is commonly called in the estab-

lishment where it. s being analyzed. This title should be the one

that the employer would use,in adVertising a job vacancy, or one

which the w rs use among themselves in referring to the job. The

job title-should be singular -:d entered usinv all capital letters

If the title appears to be inappropriate or is not desc iptive

of the job, the analyst should qualify It with a word or phrase in

, -

parentheses after the title to make as precise a- possible,

LUBRICATION MAN (VEHICLE). No cortion of the job title as desig-

nated by the establishment should appear inside the parentheses.

Under no circumstances should the analyst devise and insert a title

17



of hi /her own.

The analyst is concerned primarily with reporting facts about

jobs in the establishment in which the analys s is being made. How-

ever, if he/she knows that there is something unusual concerning the

use of a particular title, or if it is so general as to be meaning-

less, the titleshould be entered and fully explained in the "General

Co -ents" section, Item 12, of the schedule and, where nece

appropriate titles should be suggested.

Item 2 Date and_NuMbercf Sheets
4

ary,

The date on which the analysis was made and the total number of

Sheets in the schedule should be noted here. The number of each page

should also be placed,in the top right portion of'the sheet together

with the total number of pages. For example, Page 1 of 16. This ,

practice should be continued throughout the job analysis schedule

just as has been dond in the example which appears in Appendix A.

Item 3, Alternate Titles

Enter here in capital letters any titles, other than the one

entered in Item by whiCh the job may be known. These titles should

be terms which are widely used and recognized in the plant or at the

work site. The inclusion of alternate titles in this space is taken

to mean that the-titles are synonymous with the main _'-le and- that

the e_ire analysis as written applies to all the titles listed. For

exaTple, LUBRICATION TECHNICIAN, LUBRICATOR, and INSIDE QUICK SERVICE

SPECIALIST were found to be alternate titles for LUBRICATION MAN. on

18



the other hand, Cash Reg s er Operator and.Scale Operator are n

alternates for Grocery Sto e Check-Out Clerk becatma they refer to
1

! .

only aiportion of the w rk done by the incumbent worker.

Item Dictionary Title and Code

the job being analyzed can be identified involume I of. the

Coupational Titles, the Dictionary title and code'

12

Dietianar

should
1

be entered here. It must be remembered, ho ever, that a com-

plete entry can be made here only when the, job unde- analysis 'is

identical in all significant respects to a job defined 'in the

Dictionary.



CHAPTER IV

WORK pERFORMED

2

This section of the job analysis schedule'is intended to present

a clear, complete, concise, and factually accurate state ent regarding

the tasks performed by a worker'in accomplishing the pur ose of

his/her job.

The extent of a job is determ nedby the,total of all the tasks

'which must be performed on the job and by their specific nature. In

lob analysis schedule, the, extent of a ob is est'ablished,by the

Work Performed and by associated' desc -p ions of Equipment, Materials,

d Supplies noted in the Work Performed. To,define clearly the scope,

f the job, the Work Performed mustS describe what the worker does;

how it is done, it Ithis portion of the schedule

satisfies- the first three parts of the,Job Analysis Formula. The. ,

Manner in which the-information should be presented will be explained'

and. discus ed in detail.

Item 5, Work Performed-

The Work Performed item must esen in concise

and complete descriptiOn of the tasks of the job.

thorou

should give a

correct po _rayal of h- iden 6- -se, content, and equirements

However, it is not meant to be ta detailed time,and

ion study. See Figure 2. It should conist of an introductory

2 0



WORK PERFORMED

Purpose:

14

To present, in concise form, a thorough and complete descripion-

the taskS of the job.

Function:

1. It must illustrate correctly the job's

A. Identity

B. Purpose

C. Content

Requirements

2.: It is not to be A detailed ti e and Motion.study

Figure 2
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sentence-that.gives an overall identification'to the job, fol_owed

by an orderly series Of statements that describe eachstep of the job.

Introductorly sentence. The introductory sentence of the Work

Performed item is a composite job statement whichorients the reader

with respect to the scope of the lob. Its function- is to give.the

reader, in as few words as possible, an overall understanding of the

purpose, nature and extent the tasks ormed-, and to show how

the_job_differs generally fram other jObs. In composing this sen-

tence the selection of words,.is important. The terms used must 'be I

sufficiently precise to highlight the important aspects of the job

and to distinguish the job from others. If the analyst cannot avoid

the use of general terms, they must: be qualified and explained in:

ubsequent material. When writing this introduction, the analyst

Should ask:.

1. What outstanding factor in this job differen iates it from

all other jobs?

2. What words can be used in writing this sentence that will,

convey the most precise meaning to all readers?

What details should be added to the sentence that will

clarify the total picture?

Figure 3 reviews th,purpose and criteria fOr the introductory
= .

sentence. The following-are two,sample introductory sentences taken
e

from Job Analysis Schedules which appear in-Appendix.B and C, respec-

tively. The Job Analysis Schedule in Appendix A-provides another

example of an appropriate introductory sentence.

2 2



INTRODUCTORY SENTENCE

Puxpose:

A composlte Job statement which orients the reader with

respect to the scope of the job by providing an.overall concept

of the purpose, nature, and extent of the tasks performed, show _ng

how the job differs generally from other jobs..

Criteria:

J.. What outs _ending factor in is job differen ia es it-

= from other jobs?

2 What wordshould be used to convey the most precise

meaning?

What details-are needed,to clarify the total picture?

Figure 3

2 3
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LUBRICATION MAN (VEHICLE)

LUbricates bearings, bushings, and gear boxes With a hand

. operated grease gun, hand Operated gear 1u:brie-ant di penser,

oil can, squirt can, and stick lUbricant in accordance

the shop work order and manufacturers' -pe- fidations

reduce wear and extend the useful life of a vehicle.

CHECK-OUT CLERR,_GROCERY STORE

Itemizes, tabulates, and bags, boxes or wraps customer pur-

chases, operates a cash register to determine the total cost

merchandise purchased, collects payment andmakes change.

The remainder of the Work Terformed section consists of an

th

-

organized presentation of the tasks of the job. This presentation

expands upon the introductory sentence and explains the important

details of the job so logically, concisely, and specifically that

an uninformed reader can gain a clear understanding'of the work

.yerformed.

Task arrangement. The tasks that comprise a job should be

arranged in either a (1) chronological or a (2) functional order.

Tasks can be arranged chronologically when a lob has a specific cycle

or sequence of operation8. The analyst should.describe,the tasks

worker re.ularl called u

p.formed. The_chrenolOgical order- should begin

in the order in which they are

ith the first task

the worker is called upon to do and consider the work stePs success-

.

ive y. Figure 4 provides an example. The tasks of a Numerical

Control Part Programmer could be arranged,in the following



TASK ARRANGEMNT

Chronoldgical:

Used where tasks are _performed in'a definite cycle or sequence'

operations.

Tasks are described in the order the worker performs them.

aEEL:t: A typical machine operator

1. Sets up machine

2. Mounts work piece

3. Operates machine

4. Removes work pieCe

5. Inspects work piece

6 Maintains tools

7. Maintains machine

Figure 4
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chronological order.

1. Coordinatet preplanning

2. Prepares part drawings-

3. Prepares partTrogram manuscripts.,

,4 Occasionally operates Tape Preparation. Machine

5. Occasionally Operates key punch machine:.

6. OCcasionally operates various numerically controlled machine

tools

7. May obse me tape verification on N/C mach ne

See Appendix A=for a complete list-of.tasks. Job-tasks can usually

-.be arranged chronologically-with factory-production type jobs, jobs

that ze_ relatiVely simple, or jobs for which the skill involved is

limited.

A functional arrangement of job tasks should be used,bythe

,analyst for 'obs havin no re e of operations. This type of

job is usually MO 'e difficult to analyze, since it involves a consi-,

derable variety of tasks-that gene ally have no established sequence:

f operations. The functional arrangement is used frequently for

'clerical, technical', managerial, and professional jobs.

For example, the taskth of a secretarial job may be arranged as

follo_s:

1. 'Types narratille and statistical reports

2. Tabulates and'posts data in Various record books

-Files _orrespondence and-repo-

4. Receives callers, and provides them with informa on

2 6



connection wi the following discussion..
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It is at this point that the information the analyst has obtained

about a job, asrepoted in the work Performed section, must be sup-

plemented by a detailed analysis of the report itself. This requires

a.concentrated analysis in the- senSe of Weighing, considering, and

evaluat ng that which has been learned. In preparing a Work Performed

setion, the purpose is to present a thorough and complete description

f the tasks of a job as they exist. In preparing the PERFORMANCE

REQUIREMENTS, the analyst must break down the job into four component

factors, measure these factors and, by doing-so, explain the funda-'

mental nature Of the job in terms of its successful performance.

ylhe PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS primarily serve to establish the

level of difficulty of the tasks described in the Work Performed, and,

in so doing, aid in identifying the jol; tasks and in clarifying the

"what," "How ' and "Why" described in the Work Performed:. This level

of difficulty should not be confused w th the "degree of skill," a

parenthetical notation used in .the Work Performed section.

1h attaining_thit-objective, the analyst should review carefully

each task of the Work Performed in the light of the PERFORMANCE RE-
,

QUIREMENTSi noting the presence and.degred of each factor thatis

involved in the task. If this iS done properly, the description of

factors present in the tbtal job will-be Complete and will cover the

skills, abilities, and knowledge required of the worker. Treatment of

this kind will avoid highly involved writing which would-be necessary

if the attempt were made to state the skills required for each task

4 1
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, within the Work Performed section.

For this reason, the analyst usually will fihd it desirable to

complete this section immediately following the preparation of the

Work Per .orined. Each task then can be reviewed separately and the

presence and degree to which each factor is involed in the task can

be determined. This information.then should be c solidated so that

the written statement for each faCtor covers the d4gree to which that

factor is involved in all the tasks which make up the job.

It must be emphasized that the mere statement that a given factor

exists or does not exist is not sufficient. The_d29ree_ to which i

exists should be stated -pecifically. For example, under the factor

"Responsibility," the fact that a w rker is responsible for the safe

of others means little by itself. The responsibility of the worker

for what injuries to which worker(s) and,the extent of the resulting

injuries must be explained. In this connection, it is important to

note also the degree to which the worker is responsible is not

responsible for the initial occurrence of the ac ident.

While the WOrk Performed and the pERFORMANC_ QUIREMENTS must be

related to and must support each other,,these two sections are funda-

mentally different The PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS may be considered as

devices which evaluate the Work Performed, measure its level of dif-

ficulty, and determine the exact nature of the tasks.

The PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS will contain so_e info tion al-

realy given in the Work Perfor ed because the two are related closely

in terms of the tasks performed. In addition, the PERFORMANCE
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REQUIREMENTS constitute a synthesis of all, information, either stated-

:or implied, concerning each factor throughout the scope of the ,job.

in many cases, it -ill not be possible to differen iate sharply

between informational statements which must be given in more than one

of the facto s which make up the PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS. Such infor-

mation may overlap or contain condil:ions which form a:part of two

closely related factors such as Jo Knowledge and.Mental Application.

wever, the analyst should experience little difficulty, provided
oz.

he/she describes each factor in terms of the definition of that factor.

In many cases, the analyst will find that the same information, in

different terms, must appear in.two or more factors in order to give

a clear understanding of what is inVolved in the job. This is not to

be considered as duplication hut astdifferent viewpointS of the same

kll

circumstance.

factors -hich are stated as existing in a job should be

reflected in and related to the W- -k Performed. It should be pos-ible

for the schedule reviewer to refer to the Work Performed and find the
1

exact phases of the workwhich are conditioned by a specific factor.

ConverSely, the reViewer should find it possible .to locate in ,the

PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS all the skills, abilities, and knowledge

necessary to perform any task which is mentioned in the:Work Performed.

Entries under this section will not follow A rigid writing style.

Whenever possible the statements should be written in the form if

' requirements. That the subject (the worker) ds understood and

need not be specified. Therefore, each statement will begin with a
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.,.phrese such as= "Solely responsible for," "mutt be able ust be

alert to," "must have 'feel for," or similarly appropriate wording,

/
=When compos ng the entries, the analyat should avoid the use of

generalized words 'zilch as "nor al," "Careful," and the like which mean

little except in a relative sense.: In most cases, specific examples

can be g ven, cOmparisons drawn or limits described which will define .

I

accu ately the degree to which a factor exists, and by So-doing, will

eliminate the necessity for overall limiting words. The analyst often

will find it desirable to draw on his/her knowledge of Jobs other than I

the one under consideration to provide a means of comparison.

In completing this section, the analyst should bear in mind that,

s nce the PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS constitute fundamental information,

there should be no Qmissions. The non-existence of any given factor

in a single job its e once to a low level provides pertinent

info lat on about that jo does the existence of any other factor,

no matter how high the degree. It is, therefore, ust as deserving

of comment in the schedule as any other factor coricerned with the job.

In comparing jobs on the basis of job analysis schideles, the nonor

low level existence .of information often provides specific clues to

_e nature.of the jobs involved.

In order to make clear the type of information desired under-each

factor, each of the factors is discussed separately in items "6 through 9.

This.factor relates to (1 ) the nature and extent of su ervision

Item 6, Responsibility

4 4
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eceived and/or exerc sed, ( the number of checks set up to prevent-
.

or catch error , (3) the limits placed on decisions the worker makes,

or the saving(4) the degree of lciss that would result fro

that would be effected by foresight. and (5) other limitations placed

on the responsibility: of the worker.

Considerations affecting this factor include:

1. Does the worker delegate duties to others? To whom? Ho

2. Dogs the worker coordinate the efforts of subordinatas? How?

the w rker accountable for progress, quality, the safety

of others, and costs of the work?

Does the worker train others? Whom?

-t are the nat: e and the magnitude.of supervisoey control?

,Does the work require contacts with:putsiders or otherS in

the organization not in line of authority? Of what nature
\

I \

and th \ whom?

\

What are the nature and scope of commitments

To what-extent the work verified by others?

de?

Jobs mnst be examined for the presence and rela ive amount of each

of these considerations, if a true understanding of the total respon-

sibility involved is to be presented.

The kinds of responsibility that exist in a job .are usually

relatively easy to determine and to interpret in quantitative terms;

that is, in terms of the money value of:equipment, materials, or

products that the worker could ruin, the relative likelihood of

spoilage or damage, the number ofsubordinates supervised, the
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cooperative effort required, or the nature and'extent of posaibla

injuries the worker could cause through carelessness.

Sentences in the statement of Responsibility Usually begin with,

a phrase such as; "Is responsible for . .," "Solely responsible

for .," etc. The following sample statement of Responsibility

1- taken from the job analysis schedule for an N/C Part programmer

which is included in Appendix A.

6. Res_onsibility

Is responsible, under limited supervision, tor a variety of
activities suah as resolving questions of design intent,
determining auitability and availability of standardized
tooling and fixturing, analyzing alternative part program-

,

ming methods and machining sequences,'and reviewing com-
puter ditput-during the course of a single assignment.
Responsible for making decisions on a judgmental basis using
past experience and,knowledge to-select the best part pro'
gramming techniques, Sequence of machining cycles and incor-
porating portions of previously prepared part programa with-
out trying out alternative methods, thereby reducing time
and cost of preparing manuscripts. Responsible for making
decisions on a faCtual-basis, Such as when assigning feed-
rates and speeds previously found to provide optimum balance
of such factors as accuracies and surface finishes, machin-
ing time, and tool life,: Utilizes'accepted standards in
recording processing statements in specialized part pro-
gramming formats and languages. Adheres to standardized
nomenclature when freparing setup instructions for operators
and in complying With established machine feedrates and
speed conventions. Responsible for-providing close super-
vision and guidancawhen training workers in the programming,
use, operation, and maintenance of N/C machines and peri-
pheral equipment. Responsible to ManageMent for technical
assistance in long-range N/c planning including time studies,
cost analysis, job evaluations and recommendations for the
acquisition of new equipment.

Item 7, Job Knowledge

, This factor refers to the practical knowledge of equipment,
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materials, working procedures, techniques, and processes required of

the worker for the successful handling of job.: The practical

knowledge:requirements include 'that which isa prerequisite to-appoint-
a

'ment.as well as that whiCh must beacquired after appointment to.per--

form efficiently.

Job knowledge includes the amount and complexity of nowledge

required of the worker by theijob. Such knowledge may be gained by

actual on-the-job experience, formal courses, training programs prior :

to entry on the job, or by all such-methods. When thinking of this

factor, cons deration should be given to i variety of specifications,

materials, arid assignments encountered, and guidelines governing
1

decis ons and,operations, such as-precedent, regulations, standards,

and practices.

Consideration should also be given,to such requirements cf pre-

-employment or on-the-job knowledge as:

1. KnoWledge,of machines and equipment used

2. Knowledge of materials used '

3. Knowledge of workinglorocedures and techniques

4. Knowledge of,product flow or process as related to the job

5. Knowledge of dimensional or formulary calCulations

'When writing the Job Knowledge requirements, the analyst must

review all the tas _Joh make up the job and deter ine just wh

specific knowledges the worker must have for satisfactory performance

and the extent of ,each required knowledge. The extent of knowledge

47



usually can, be, brought out only by a very careful choice of word

41

,and by specific statements. The statement "Must havea thorough/

knowledge of heat-treating metals " does not give an exact explanation

of the'extent of the knowledge required since the statement is too

. general. However, if it were -tated, "Must know the heat-treating

temperatures and types of quenches to be used when hardening; anneal-

ing, or normalizing,steel parta.," the specific knowledges required

would be brought out and their extent indicated adequately.

The following example statement of Job Knowledge is taken from

the job analysis schedule for an N/C Part Programmer which appears

in Appendix A.

7. Job Knowld e

Must have numerical ability at the level of shop arithmetic,
geometry, trigonometry, analytic geometry'and calculus 'to
comprehend functions of N/C'systems'and prepare part pro-
grams, along with non-decimal arithmetic and'Boolean algebra
to 'Comprehend functions of N/C Systemi-read and interpret
machine control tapes and'MCU display'lights. Mathematics
at the level of vector analysis ig required to selebt from
alternate part programming methods., and achieve optimum
balance of part programming, computer processing and machin-
ing time. Must have'spatial ability to.visualize raw and
finished parts from engineering drawings, sketches and
mathematical descriptions, avoid tool collisiont, envision
detailed gequence of machining cycles thit will produce the
part most efficiently and produce tool lay-up and setup
sketches . .

Item. 8, Mental Application

"Mental'Application" refers to the exercise and maintenance

mental processes required to-Perform properlythe duties of a job.

It may be stated as the 'degree and continuity of thought,.mental



planning, or mental alertness that must be exercised in performing

operation. It inCludes mental concentration required because of

42

diversity of work or variety of problems.

,consideratiots.a.ffecting this factor include:

1. INITIATIVE - the need to face and solve new problems. This

involves mental resourcefulness, analytical_ability, the-making of

, decisions, and-the taking of indePendent action,and should be-Consid-,

ered accbrding t- 'the probable frequency of occasions on which the

job-will require it outside the control or routine of supervision.

2. ADAPTABILITY e versatility required of the worker or the

,need, :- lack _f need, for the worker to adequately handle frequent

changes in assignment or carry on several tasks simultaneously.,

3. JUDGMENT - the amount of independentHdecision making that

must be exercised by the worker in performance of a job. The impor-

,tance of results obtained by such independent decision making or the

extent of the consequences of poor judgmentmust be considered.

4. MENTAL ALERTNESS - the attention necessary to tend and feed

a machine properly, attention which must be given to orders, and alert-

.

ness necessary to prevent damage to equipment and materials or injury

to personnel.

Wen describing the degree to which this factor is present n

a job, the analyst must consider questions such as: "Is the job

repetitive or non-repetitive?" "What degree Of supervision &Des the

-worker receive?" "What must the worker decide for himself and what

are the consequences of pbor judgMent on his part?""Must the worker

9



improvise expedients in the course of his Ork and why is this

'necessary?" All of these -oints and many other_ are usually indi-

cative of the Mental Applica¼ion required of a worker tby a job. .

The analyst must-not stop er determining the presence of

those points which contribute to he total Mental Application in a

job but must clearly indicate the d gree to which they occur. If,
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for example, little initiative reqtired due to close supervision,

an appropriate statement should be made Or, if a worker must

_possess considerable adaptability to handle frequent changes in

assignment, typical assignments should be mentioned to indicate

specific-ily the degree of adaptability required.

The analyst must fbllow this procedure carefully in order to

build a true understanding of the Mental Application required in.

y job. The following Mental Application,statement is taken from

the job analysis schedule for a N/C Part Programmer, whichis includ-

ed in Appendix A. It illustrates the principles outlined.

Mental Application

'Must take initiative to confer with design, engineering,
and operating personnel about difficulties indesign
interpretation, part programming, machining and main-
tenance. Must be able to plan and write conciSe, un-,
ambiguous part program commands and operator instructions.
Must be mentally alert and able to form clerical:percep-
tions, to visualize pertinent details, distinguish
symbols on drawings and sketches, and to,identify, record,
and verify numbersiletters, words and speCial syMbols
that make up the machine commands of the part programming
language. Must be able to coordinate planning, and.decide
method and sequence of operations by which parts are to
be manufactUred. Must be constantly alert to avoid errors
'in planningl programming and manufacturing parts by N/C..
Must be alert to possible errors in engineering drawings.

5 0
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Must use profess onal judgMent in preparing part draw ngs,
-tooling analysis and part Programming manuscripts for
product manufacturing. , !

Item 9, Dexterity P,nd Accuracy

This factor refers to the manipulative ability equired in

performing given work to a-requ red degree of accuracy or precision

and to the complexity or intricacy of 'Manual processeS involved.

The characteristics to bp considered here include (1)/ dexterity,

(2)- acc acy, coordination, expertness, (5) care, and (6)y

deftness required in manipulating, operating, or processing

erials, tools, iristrurne

he

ac:nes Or gauges.used. The numbe_-

units of work normally produced in a given period of
\\

a measure of dexterity.

The major considerations affecting this adtpr are:
\

1. DEXTERITY - the quickness or deftness regdir

s also

the

coordination of sight or other senses -ith the muscleS,,
_

2. ACCURACY - the degree of pre 'sion required in the hand-
.

ling of product cir materials-and for the adjustment_and manipd-

lation of equipment and tools to the required degree of precision.

The analyst must be care ul to use only specific te s which

will express the degree of the dexterity and-accuracy required by

the b. stateTents such as "Dexterity is normal" or "Accuracy

s close" should not be.used because "normal," " lose," and other

gene-al terms convey very little meaning or_diverse,meanings to

the reader. Rather, this requirement should be written in te_fis

5 1



tasks in order to bring out more adequately the

required degree.

Although dexterity, as such, cannot be expressed specifi-

cally in terms:of: the amount or degree.required, it is closely

related to aeruary which in many.cases has specific measures.

Often, the 1:17(,L r of work can be stated in terms of allowed

tolerances, tL is. pluL or minus so much from an absolute

standard. Th.Ls range ir.dicates how much work can depart from

the ideal impirmeut of job performance.

Howev relati.e ease or difficulty of maintain

a re uired stem:, accuracy must be taken into consideration

because a statement - allowed tolerance or required accuracy

in tself will not give a true measure. To illustrate this,

consider that one-hundredth-of-an-inch.tOlerance on an engine

lathe is easier to achieve than one thirty-second of an inch in

the use of carpenter's handsaw because of the nature of the

equipment and material used. On the-other hand one-thousandth

of,an inch is 10 times as fine as one-hundredth, while one sixty-,

a

fourth-of an inch is only twice as fine as one thirty- econd.

Yet the care and deftness required to increase the p:e ision _n

the latter case may be just as .difficult as tha in the forMer.

Therefore, the analyst should be sure that any requirement of

accuracy relates to work perfemed and to the :tools and equip-

ment by which the accuracy is achinved.

5 2
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The.foilowing Dexterity and Accurãcy statement is taken from
,

the job analysis schedule for a N/C Part Programmer. It illustrates

the-principles. discussed. .

9. Dexten. y and Accuracy

Must have good visual acuity and coordination of sight\to
analyze engineering drawings. Must be able to_discrimih- e

accurately between alphabetical, numerical, and special
symbolscin order to record them correctly and in sequence
on work sheets and manuscripts.. Must,be able to read
technical 'sketches, conventional and mathematical-analytical
design data with absolute accuracy to determine steps-and
method of manufacture by N/C. Must use extreme care and a
high order of manipulative dexterity- in preparing part
draw-ings and part program manuscripts. Must be able to
,set Up and utilize various N/C machines and peripheral
equipment with considerable care and dexterity to obtain
accurate results.

The analyst must remember that this section refers only to

manipulative ability and to required physical accuracy, predision.,

Mental considerations inVolving accuracy are-not included here.-

common mistake is to, include Considerations, affecting what may be

called "mental accuracy" such as maintenance of accurate records or

the accurate planning of a sequence of a task. Considerato s such

as those belong under the factor Mental Application.

5 3



CHAPTER VI

COMMENTS

The COMMENTS zection provides the analyst with an oppertunity_

to present the user of the schedule th all_the background infor-
.

mation of a job which the user may not be able to obtain firsthiand.'

Only too Often an analyst has b ought muclCconf_sicin and doubt to

Schedule userS by neglecting to enter the type of information,which'

puts the job into its true perspective. Here the analys- can enter

information which cannot readily be entered in other parts of the

job analysis schedule. In addition, the analyst is urged to include

collateral or supplementary .infOrtnatibflne-e-dd toiveschedule
-

users the best understandingof the job and its relation to the.pro-

cess or service ir which it 'Was observed-.

Item 10, EquiRment, Materiais , and Supplies

All equipment, materials, and suppliesused by the workershould

be considered for incluSion in this Item. Equipment is presented-

first, followed by materials and finalW supplies. _The COMMENTS

section of Appendix A:shows the recommended format for Item 10 entries.

Adefinition and/or description is provided for all

special and unusual equipment: By "equipment" meant the

tools, and other devices which enable th- worker to perforM'the job.

Such units. Mould be distinguishedby capitalizing the initial

5 4
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wor.piece specifications with those indicate_ on part program
manuscript and part drawing. Applies indepe dent judgment and
knowledge of metalcutting practices to override tape controlled
machine functions. Keeps record of deviation from programmed
operations when minor machining problems are encountered and
shuts down machine ip event of machine error r malfunction.
Operates machine in dia)-in or manual mode, when necessary.
Remoyes and replaces workplace at end of machining cycle.

Nay observe tape verification on fl/C machine: Verifies unproven
14/C control-tapes for, accuracy by proofing in shop. Reviews
performance of machine, without cutting tool in spindle, aglinst
process sheefinformation and data from visual display indicators
on MCU in order to detect errors. Observes test run pn first
piece for final debugging, if necessary, to assupe adequacy of
part program before production (2-less

May operate H/C Drafting and/or PlottIng Maell Verifies
D/C control tapes for accuracy before their release to manufac-
tur ng group for production, by running control tape through
N/C drafting-plottinr machine director and reviewing graphic
output of workpieoe profiles and paths of cutter centerlines
(See comments). (1-less

May operate H/C Digitizing Machine: Prepares perforated 'control,
tapes with a olgitizer by sensing points on existinr engineering
orawings-; part models, patterns or loft plates and converts these
points to numerical data oh' tape or other medium for input to
11/C drafting machines and N/C-machine -tools.- Places model, etc
on stare of probing unit, mounts suitable probe in probe carrier
and causes probe to follow desired:contours or position over
desired points. At appropriate or designated point, probe is
stopped and the coordinates, mhich are continuously displayed on
the readout, are yunched into the tape and registered on the
printout by depressing a key or floor treadle actuator switch.
Tills procedure eliminates hand written part program mapustript,
a major source of human error in production of punched control
,taPes. (1-less 5%)

10. May operate Computer-Aided Design Machine:, Designs parts for
manufacture by N/C via the computer by drawing Jines on input
device, cathode ray tube', with phototlectric light pen. Presses
buttons' and keys to define design intent, modify portions of
desipn and specify dimensions. Processes design through large
genral purpese digital computer which receives, converts,
calculates, analyzes, and permanently records design inforuotio
n computer memory or in a form suitable for operating N/C

draftinp machines and machine tools. (2-5)

11. may sneoialize in particular type of part programming: Designated
by'employer accoding to 1.7we of or group of related machine tools
for which preparing parts programs or by trade mark or single make
of machine tool or MCU for which programs are prepared. Special-
1,,zes in developing part program manuscripts in particular control
language format or computer-aided part programming language and
may i.%e designated,according to this specialization. (2-less 5(:L)

9
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.12. May conduct training in N/C: Coordinates .all required
training, organizes,and develops training materials and
instructs. Conducts formal and on-the-job training to
employees and/or customers in.part programming, operation
of various N/C machines and equipment maintenance. Advises
management on outside training of most value to personnel.
(2-6%)

13. May make recommendations on improvJnent of N/C systems
coordinate equipment acouiaitions: Analyzes N/C machine(a
on hand by checking performance, productivity and versa:
tility and,makes suggestions to management on improving
systems. To keep operation competitive, assists management
in long-range planning for N/C utilization by projecting
future equipment needa and investiga i'ng available hardware
to meet these needs. Evaluates perf_rmance capabilities
and cost and justifies expenditure silowing probable return
on investment and time- required -for "Payback": CoOrdinates
acquisition of new equipment by developing-equipment speci-
fications, inspecting vendor bids, cOnducting pre-delivery
get ready and stipervising iLstalIAtien and "customer
acceptance test". -(2-less 5%)

14. May act in liaison with maintenance department and other
specialists: Develops maintenance and production methods
by working in liaison with specialists in maintenance,
quality control, etc. Develops maintenance schedules
after referring to equipment manufacturers' specifications
and consulting with specialists in the area, to reduce
breakdowns-and machine errors. (2-less 5%)

15. May deve1op7or refine time and/cost data: Develops as
a by-product of part programming, time studies and cost
analysis, manually or with the aid of computer, to improve
schedLling, cost control and machine justification, and
eliminate duplication of effort by industrial engineering
department. (2-less 5%)

16. May assist management in job evaluation and wage'adminis-
tration: Sets wage and salary standards after job evaluation
and comparison With industry-wide rates. Resolves labor
disputes by investigating grievances and making decisions
based on knowledge and background (See comment-). (2-less 5%)

PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS

6. Responsibil:-

is responsible under limited supervision,- for a variety of activities
such as resolving questions of design intent, determining suitability
and availability of standardi;ed tooling and fixturing, analyzing:
alternative part programming methods and machining sequences,- and
reviewing computer output duringHtlie course of a single assignment.
Responsible for making decisions on a judgmental- basis 'using past
experience and knowledge to select the.best part programming
techniques, Sequence of machining cycles and incorporating portions

7 0
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of previously.prepared part programs without trying out altern-
ative methods, thereby reducing time and cost of preparing manuscripts.
Responsible for making decisions on a factual basis, such as when
assigning feedrates and speeds previously found toprovide optimum
balance-of such factors as accuracies and surface finishes, machining
time, and tool life. Utilizes accepted standards in'recording
processing statements in specialized part programming formats and
languages. Adheres.to standardized nomenclature when preparing
setup instructions for operators and in complying with'established
machine feedrates dAd speed conventions. Responsible for providing
close supervision and guidance when t-aining workers in the pro-
gramming, use, operation, and maintenance of N/C machines and
peripheral equipment. Responsible to management for technical
assistance in long-range N/C planning including time studies, cost
analysis, jpb evaluations and recommendations for the acquisition
of new equi ment

7' LI-EA:nrk-L

Must have numerical ability-at the level of shop arithmetic, geometry,
trigonometry, analytic geometry an& calculus to comprehend functions
of N/C systems and prepare part programs, along with non-decimal
arithmetic and .Boolean algebra to comprehend functions of N/C
system, read and interpret machine control tapes and .MCU display
lights. -Mathematics 'at the.level Of vector analysis.is required
to select from alternate part programming methods, and achieve
optimum balance of part .programming,-pompeTrproceSsing and machining
time. Must have spatial ability to visualize raw and finished.parts
from engineering drawings, sketches and mathematical descriptions,
avoid tool collisiOns, envision detailed sequence of machining cycles
that will produce.the part most,efficiently and produce_tool laY-up
and, setup sketches. Must be ahle_to redord data accurately and use
a calculator and.computer terminal for computational tasks. Must.be
able to read and understand engineeringdrawings'have a,thoroUgh
knowledge of jig and fixture design, properties of metals, general
shop and machining practices and a complete familiarity with N/C
systems and methods of production. Must be able to learn specialized
symbolic part programming"languages and prepare written instructions
for workers in areas of tooling, fixturing, and machine setup and
operation. Must be able to ut:ilize and/or operate N/C machine tools,
digital computers, key punch machines, tape .preparation machines, N/C
drafting machines, plotting machines, digitizing machines, inspectibn
-machines, and computer-aided design machines. A working knowledge of
the basis principles of physics and engineering is -required. Must
have understanding of what engineering and design information are and
how they caritbe most effectively communicated to people and computers.
Must know how to-use precision measuring instruments, such as dial
indicators, vernier calipers, micrometert, and the like.

Mental Application

Must take initiative to confer with design, engineering and operating
nersonnel about difficulties in 'design interpretation, part programming,
machic4ing and maintenance. Mustbe able to pian and write concise,

7
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unambiguous part program commands and operator i structions. -Must

be mentally:alert and able to form clerical pe eptionS, to viSualize'
pertinent details, distinguish symbols, on drajings and sketches, and
fo identify, record, and verify numbers, lefers words ar0 special
symbols-that Mae up the machine 'commands to- the part programming
language. Must be able to coordinate plpning, and debide method
and sequence of- operations by Which par e to be manufactured.
Must be constantly alert to aVold 'errors planning, prograMming
and manufacturing parks by N/C. Must bd iert to-possible errors
in-engineering drawings.- Must use'pro oional judgment in pre-'
paring part drawings,- tooling anaysis and part pregramming manu-
scripts for product manufacturing.

9. DexteriV and Accuracy

---Must have good visual acuity and:coordination of sight to analyze
engineering drawings. Must beble to discriminate aceuratel7lbetween
alRhabetical, numerical; and special.symbolgyritdFto record, them
correctly and in sequence on wOrk dheetVadmarlucripts. Must be
able to reacitechnieal sketchel, conventional and Mathematical-analytic:a
design data with absolute accuracy to determine steps:and-method of
manufacture by-N/C. ,Must use 'dxtreme care and a high order of maniP-
ulative dexterdty in.preparinglpart drawings 'and part prograth Manuscripts.
Must be able" to set up and utiIize various N/Cmachines_andperipheral
equipment with considerable care and dexter' to obtain .accurate

results,

COMMENTS

10. %E4uipment, Materials, and SUpplies-

EquipMent:
t

Computer Terminal: Teletypg Model 35 ASR (automatic send-receive),
manufactured by the Teletypg Corporation,:',5555. Touhy Avenue, Skokie,
Illinois 60076. ' */

,e
A machine-used for N/C control tape preparation fin- machine tools
-and/or-drafting machines in addition to direct accessto time-sharing
computer service and other,business machines-. The modk 35 features
a keyboard, a printer, a paper tape punch,:and a paper taPe reader.
These.can"be used in various combinations within the machine and to
send to and receive frOm remote equipment. It has a 47row keyboard
similar to'that of a reguaar typewritdr. The letters, numbers, and
certain punctuation marks are generated by pressing the appropriate
,keys. The printer has a friction feed or sprocket fed platen for
81/2 inch paper. The tape punch receiVes and recognizes informa-
tion in the fovm of serial signals emanating from the signal line
of the local set of from distant transmitting equipment. it fully
perforates anji-level, 1 inch tape in EIA, RS-358 (ASCII) code.
Operating in conjunction with or independent of the other components,
the reader nenses the, data stored on the punched-tape and Omerates
corresponding serial signa1'6' to send the data on to activate the
printer and prepare a hard copy print out.

CalculAor: Friden Model STW, manufactured by Friden, 31 Prince
Street, Rochester, flew York 14607.
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A fully automatic calculating machine for performing, the,basic
:mathematical operations of addition, subtraction, multiplication
and division. The machine consists of two keyboards, a carriage
and 'many specialty dials', stops, keys and bars.

Digital Computer: PDS 1020, N/C'System General Purpose Digital
Computer, manufactured by 'Pacific Data 'Systems Inc., 185 -Mammouth
Parkway, West Long Branch, New Jersey.
Used to execute stylized procedursp or program's, for solving such
diverse problems as probing outer space, preparing checks and
planning cities; Theft-are used by problem solvers throughout
government,- busindsdi_ industry, and education. -The five main
fUnctions of a coMputer are:

1. input 4. processing .

2. storage 5. output-
3. control

Although-there art many types of general purposedigital computers,
their differences:lie in speed, cost, or convenience to,user, not
in their logical power,. Fromthe viewpoint of the user, the machine
manipulates two basic types of information:

1. operands or data
2. instructions, . each of which usually specifies

a single arithmetic or control operation and
one or more operands which are,the objects of
the operation.

Within the machine, both instructions and ddta are . represented as
integers expressed in binarV code. The heart of a:general purpose,
digital computer system is the Central processing unit comprised of;
main storage, which holdsiboth program ancldata; arithmetic logic
unit,,which contains processing circuitry such as an adder, shifter,
and registers for,holding the operands and instrUCtiOns currently
being, processed.

Key Punch: IBM Key Punch. The most common means of recording
information into punched cards: Ihe operator transfers data into

. cards by-an operation very, similar to typewriting, frequently called
'keypunching". Data being punched may also be printed at,the top
of the carcL Basically, there are three types.of card punches a7
vailable:' the 24, 26, and 29 card pundhes.

Machining Center; Cincinnati Cintimatic 2-Axis Vertical Machining
Center, manufactured by the Cincinnati Milling Machine Company,
Cincinnati, Ohio 45209.
A machining center is a versatile N/C machining system capable of,
automatically performing all the operations necessary to completely
machine a. wide variety of parts from start to finish. "Machining

Center" has developed into a generic term used to describe almost
any Complex numerically controlled machine which-is a combination
drilling, boring and milling machine. Originally, the term was
coined to describe a- tape controlled machine with these-three
attributes:

1. It must drill, bore, mill, tap, counterbore,
countersink and perform all operaons On a
part normally accomplished by the use of
rotating cutting tools. (=7
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2. It must present at least four sides of the
to the cutting tools, Preferably all sides

3. It must have the capability of automatically
selecting enough tools from a tool storage
rack turret or drum to machine a part
completely.

So, basically a machining center originally had to have bor(ing,
drilling and milling capabilities and machine at least four sides of
a part by selecting tools through an automatic tool changer. Machining
centers available today are capable of performing such operations as
boring, drilling, reaming, tapping, counterboring, countersinking,
and milling multiple faces of the part on one machine with a single
set-up of the workpiece. They are equipped with means for automatic
tool'changing and for controlling all aspects of the machining process,
such as positioning, spindle speed, feed rate, and coolant on and off. =-
For this reason, the machining center, actually a new concept of
manufacturing, has no single counterpart among conventional machine
tools.

6

Jumerically Controlled Digitizin Machine; Auto-trol Digitizer,
_ _

manufactured by the Auto-trol Corporation, 6621 West 56th Avenue,
Arvada, Colorado 80002.
Digitizing machines were developed to perform functions in opposition
to those of drafting machines'. In general, the purpose of digitizers
is to sense points on drawn or scribed lines on existing drawings or
patterns (instead of drawing them), and convert those points to
numerical data on a paper tape or other medium. These data then can
be further processed by a computer, or used directly to control
machine tool movements. Thus an engineering drawing, pattern, loft
plate, or similar object placed on the machine table can be the input
medium. After the operator zeros in the sensing device--with a
built-in microscope on the machine, or by using a console with a
closed circuit television display--he can instruct the machine to
follow the rest of the line or curve by depressing console keys.
On some machines he can also add instructions, such as coolant off-on
commands and machine tool feedrates through the 1,eyboard, to produce
complete machining tapes, rather than tapes that merely define the
configuration of parts to be machined. Until now, the major market
for digitizing machines has been the aircraft and aerospace industries.
however, development of more sophisticated and flexible digitizing
systems may change this situation rapidly-I Now on the market, for
example, are machines capable of both digitizing and drafting func ions,
with moderate change-over time required of the operator. These
machines are becoming recognized by management in,many industries
ds very desirable; they add to manufacturing flexibility, and at a
cost that is feasible.

Numerically Controlled Drafting Machine: Orthomkt'Mark II,built
by Iversal Drafting Machine Corporation, 5200 Richmond Road,
8edford Ifeights, Ohio 44014; Gerber Graphic Display System,built
y Geruer Scientific Instrument Company; and Kingmatic Drafting
Machine,built Ly Baldwin Yongsberg Company.
An autoFated dPvice used, to record digital computer output in
graphic form. N/C Grafting machines are used either directly connected
to a geneval-purpose digital computer or off-line and use computer

7 4
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.outPut, usually in the form Of punched cards or magnetic tape, as:

an A.nput,medium to provide a graphical rePresentatiOn,of the computer
operations-. .The basic N/C drafting machine is of-gantry tyge
construction with special servomotors-driving the HY" beam carriage
and plotter head over the drafting 'Surface. , The drafting surface
may be equipped with a vacuum chucking system to hold the,draWing
media. A. console unit separate from.the drafting table interprets
the. instructions from punched tape or manual input data and controls
the drawing and printing of the proper,lines and Characters The
ploter4head has a-single or automatic indexing turret.mechanism
for,mouPting a ,mriety of-styluses such _as' pencils, pens, scribing
tools, prick' punch and in some systems a separate.print wheel'for
alphabetic information or a photographic device to expose filM.
(Se task 8, in item 12, General Comments,' for additional details).

Numericallk Controlled Machine Tools: MOOG HYDRA7POINT 3 Axis
N/C- Machine and MOOG'Model 43--200 HYDRA-POINT N/C Machine. The
primary difference between N/C machine,tools And conventional or
automatic mmehine tools lies in the method of:supplying input data
to-the machine and.obtaining feedback signa16. 'With N/C, autoMatic
operation is achieved by means of numeriCal instructions

. coded on .

tape. These instructions, prepared in'adVance'by,a-part programmer
and recorded oh tape, can.control the sequence of machining operations
machine positions, spindle speeds and rotational'direction, distance
and direction of movement of the tobl- or workpiece, coolant floW,
table' indexing and tool selection. The punched tapes are placed
on the MCU which consists of a,system of electronic interpreting
devices, and when activated, gUide'the Machine tool through the.
programmed commands with little-6r no human intervention. N/C
machine tools are faster, more accurate, and-more versatile than .

conventional or automatic machine tools where eomplex shapes are
to be machined, and where otherwise many manual operations would be
required.

Numerically Controlled Plotting Machine: Cal Comp Digital Incremental
Plotter, manufactured by California Computer Products, Inc., 305
N. Muller Avenue, Anaheim, California 92803.

Plotting machines are quite similar in concept and operation to
N/C drafting machines. The differences are primarily in the degree
of accuracy and quality of the drawings that can be produced, and
in the method of drawing. This type of digital plotting device has
one axis of motion provided by a rotating drum. Plotters which are
cheaper, smaller in size, and less sophisticated, are used more
widely at present than the drafting machines. Bidirectional stepmotors
are employed by plotters for both the "X" and "Y" axes. The plotting
is regulated by the movement of a pen relative to the surface of
the coordinate paper, witheach input pulse causing a step of either
0.01 or 0.0D5 inches. The "X" axis deflection is produced by motion
of the drum and the "Y" axis deflection is produced by motion of the
pen carriage. Electrical signals raise and lower the pen from the
surface of the paper. All plotting, discrete points, continuous
lines (straight or curved), or symbols, is accomplished by the
stepping action of the drum and carriage. Digital incremental 'plotters
can be used on-line with most general purpose digital computers
through an adapter which converts the computer output signals to a
form suitable for driving the plotter. For off-line operation the
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plotter may bp Combined with a magnetic-tape-storage and=readout
unit to provide a complete tape plotting system. Paper alignment
is maintained by sprockets on the "X" axis drum. Various type8 of
translucent and vellum papers are available in roll stock either
-12 or 31 incheS wide,-depending on the drum sprocket.Width. The .

plotter has been used for verifying N/C control tapes plotting ,

weather maps, lofting in aircraft and ship design, highway construc-..
tion (cut and fill problems), telemetry-data plotting,stress analysis
_tudies and critical path scheduling for construction _project.

Tape preparation ,Machine,; Teletype Model 33TZ ASR; Strippit Tapetyper
Number 60151-011; bUra Mach 105, 15" Model; and,Friden Flexowriter
Model 2301. These tapp preparation machines have typewriter key-
boards, an integral tape -punch and reader (code sensing device).
They are operated manually through the keyboard in the same.manner
as a standard electric typewriter. In N/C applications, the operator
reproduces the information from the hand written part program
manuscript; this operation simultaneouSly causes a punched tapp and
hard copy to be prepared.

Materials:

None

Supplies:

Blueprints and/or whiteprints

BoOks and manuals

Data processing,cards

Drawing instruments

Magnetic tape computer input/output medium)

Paper

Part drawing work sheets

Part program work sheets

Pencils and erasers

Scales - architeCts and engineers

SpecificatiOns sheets

Tape splices (1/C machine control medium)

MaChine control tapes (perforated tape) in various types of mate ials

-lar

Mylar/Aluminum Foil/Mylar

Mylar/Metalized Mylar

Paper - oiled and unoiled

Paper/Mylar/Paper oiled and unoilea
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11. befinitious of Terms

MOTE DIMENSION - (See also COORDINATE DIMENSION WORD) - A
A cimension expressed with respect to the initial Z
point of a coordinate axis

ALPHANUML,IC CHARACTERS A code system in which the characters
used are the letters of the alphabet a d the'numerals
0 to Y.

CARTESIAN COOROTUATLS - A means'whereby the position of a point
can De defined with reference to a set of axes at right-
angles to each other.

CONTOUR CONTROL SYSTEM A system in which the
tool is controlled by a simultaneous
of two or more axes.

h of the cutting
ordinated movement

COORDINATE DIMENSION WORD - A word defihing an absolute dimension
with respec o a specIf ed referenced zero

DIGITAL COMPUTER,- A computer that uses discrete numbers rathet-
than physical quantities in p oce:fsing data.

\
EACHTE CONTPOL UNIT (MCU) Sometimes referred to as the CONTROLLER,

or DIRECTOR. This -- the brains of the numerical control
nystem. It consists of a tape reader plus the electrical
and electronic equipment needed to chance the tape codes
into machine commands. The MCU contains the memory,
computational abilities, and relatively simple-sItchinc
circuits as needed for sirple or complex machines. The
machine operator's controls and indicator lights may be
mounted on this unit, or all or part of these controls
may Le contained in a separate console.

MAC;ETIC TAPE - Tape made of metal or plastic,coated with a magnetic
raterial,upon which can he stered programed information.

NUMERICAL CONTROL SYSTEM - A system where the actions are controlled_

by the direct insertion of numerical data at some point.
Tne system must automatically interpret at least some
portion of the data.

FEPFORTED TAPE Tape i. which a pat ern of holes and a tape feed
nole have be-en punched in a row, so as to convey information.

poThT-TO- OIUT CONTpOL RYSTEN See POSITION CONTROL SYSTEM.

P6SITTW CONTROL SYSTEM - A disCrete or POINT-TO-POINT CONTROL SYSTEM
In wnicn the controlled motion in used as a,means of
recicnin a given end point with no path control during the
roverent from one end point to the next.
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ER - A computer program which conVerts the generalized

output of,a computer-processed part progrem _into the

specific inputerequirements of the machinertool-numerical
control system on which the part is to be machined.

PUNCiirD TAPE See PERFORATED TAPE.

12. General Comments

Work Performed: The tasks in this job analysis schedule ,h'ave been

compiled from a number of different sources and therefore describe

the job in a generalized composite form. Consequently/the description

may not coincide.exactly with a.specific job in a particular establish-

ment.

Task 1: Significant attempts are being Made to design 'products
specifically for manufacture by numerical control. -Manufacturing

_feasibility and cost analysis pla)ea major role in the definition

of optimumHdesigns. The leaders in this effort inClude aircraft,

aerospace -and ordnance industries._ Many employers are:insisting that

their desien engineering personneracquire a knowledge of numerical

control processes;.as well as machine capabilities and. limitationS.

-Thus, an increasine proportion of their neweproducts mix.is being

desi ned to tale full advantage of the numerical control potential.

Task 3b: Part programming personnel often'use computer part

programming languages (such as APT) but are not required to know

ali the details of how a computer functions, its logic and arithmetic

units, and its capabilities and limitations. However, the cemputer

propramm'e r for numerical control must he familiar with at least one

make and type of digital computer, and must meet mostsof the require-

ments of a part programmer, in order to be able' to prepare or modify

numerical control computer programs effectively. Thus, to be effec-

tive, any computer programmer for numerical control must be competent

an an engineering and scientific computer programmer, and must have

acquired a fairly extensive background in machine shdp practices,

machining properties of materials, and machine tool and control

capabilities. The ability and experience to perform adequately in only

one of the two areas is just not enough. The job is inter-disciplinary

in nature.

Task B: Automatic drafting machines, basically X-Y plotters, but

sophisticated, often large in size, and capable of high accuracy and

rapid recording speed, are coming into use in the aircraft, automobile

and aerospace industries to record digital computer output in graphic

form. Explore-tor/ work on the N/C drafting machine began in 1947,

but it was not uptil 1956 and 11/C profiling, that nonmanual data

inputs ,were available. Earl7 attempts at N/C drafting employed an
1;/e pretile ruler (u.-ing a 2 -np. spindle to grip a small scriber)

ven with this massively inappropriate equip-to produce urawilirs,
ment, cost savines were demonstrated and time
sophisticated machines desiened with drafting

function do the routine work 20 times
and with less lead tine than manual methockJ.

scale up aed down, to produce drawinps to the
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Pr :ably the major use of most drafting machines is in verifying
the accuracy of tapes before they are released for production, but
there are many other appllcations such as pattern and template
scribing, plotting, aircraft and ship lofting, mapping, purveying
problems and straight drafting. The last of these may eventually
have the greatest effect on personnel employed in_the draftinp
occupations. :;ome of the maphines now being marketed not only can
deVelop three-view line drawings, ylt also have full alphabetic
and numerical printing capabilities and thus can produce supporting
data on-drawings. However, as is the case with almost all new
bardwaru, it probably will he some time before procedures to realize
the full potential of tne equipment are completely developed and
appreciated. (See item 10, Lquipment, for description of machine

Task 16. Workable proprams of formal joh evaluation and wage
administration in the area of numerical control operations have
proven difficult to set up. One reason has been the-tendency of
employers to develop job evaluation systems based on machine fuetions,
rather than job requirements. This is understandable because early
steps are often tentative, with machines frequently acquired one
or to at a time. Humerically controlled machine tools are commonly
spotted, at least initially, in zeneral machining areas, with the
location often determined by the function and size of conventional
machines they replace or aupment. As a result, some fundamental
differences ip job requirements tend to be overlooked or understated.
Physical effort requirements changed markedly with numerical control.
;:achine positioning in at least rwo axes of movement becomes a tape

rather than manual function. But setup and takedown are more frequent
because of high machine produCtivity, and as manufacturing planning
for numerical control becomes more experienced, the operator could
find it increasingly difficult to stay ahead of the machine. One of

the most" difficult conventional job evaluation factors to apply to
numerical control is that of responsibility. Many of the dutie
and tasks previously assigned to theoperator of a conventional
machine tool--and his shop supervisorhave been transferred to the
engineering department. Details of operator duties, and their
sequence, are specified for him on operator manuscripts. Other
functions of conventional machine operators now are a series of

coued rachine instructions. They are on-the tape. But where does

Vic final responsibility lie? Is the operator to be held accountable
for workpiece quality, and will he b6 expected to notice machining
prohiems, and either override feeds and speeds or notify.his super-

visor? Who is to be responsible for adeduate tool life--the operator,
tne foreman, or the engineering department? In all cases, the operator

_is expected to remain alert, and try to shut down the machine in time
to prevent major damage, when there is a control malfunction or part

propramming error. But is he required to anticipate problems such
as those arising from variations in raw workpiece size, and trim the

trois to prevent maehininp difficulties? As yet, there -are no

absolute answers to many of the administrative difficulties-presented
Ly numerical control. Patchily conventional job-evaluation and ware
systeris to adjust to numerical control has not proved adequate, and

an increasipa numler of employers are now settinp up entirely separate
claasification structures and standards for numerically controlled
raebine onerating: jobs. umerical control already has considerably

chaned hirinp standard , it's a new ireed of cat, and to a certain
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eXtent so:am its'operatora. Man-maChine relationships are funda-

:mentally changed. Numerical control has'also forced changes in
functional organization', as major users, beifin toview it as -an entrrely
new.manufaCturing syStem, and not just as:strange, looking, expensive,
and someWhat frightening pieces of hardware. Just as numeriCal ,

machining has changed thecontent and interrelationships of jobs
.in manufacturing, it may coMpel fUndamentar-ibtirovement- in design-
and operation of company wage systems. Questionsand major issues--
are being raised-both by management and labor, and current techniques
of job evaluation and wage administration may not be good enough to
provide the answers.
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JOB kNALY5IS SCHEDULE
LUBRI TION MAN (VEHICLE)



JOB ANALYSIS SOEDULE

Job Title LLEICATION

(VEHICLE)

,Alternate titles LUBRICAT

TECINICIAN; LUBRICATOR; INSIDF

ECIALIST

Page 1 oF 5

Date 8 September 1975

Nunber of sheets 5

Dictionary title and code

LUBRICATION MAN

915.887

Work Performed

Lubricates bearings, bushings, and gear-bqxes,with a hand operated
grease gun, hand operated geax laritantddispenser, oil can, squirt?
can, and stick lubricant in accordance wiPithe shop work order and
manufacturers'specificatioas-to reduce wear and extend the useful lite
of a vehicle.'

1. Prepares vehicle for under chassis ication: ILives vehicle
into service area, positioning over TWin Post H d olic Pneumatic:
Lift by steering wheels of vehicle ino gulie ep essions in
garage deck, stopping when seated. E4ca.mines shop work order
received to determine the kind-and ex e t of lubrication required.
Examines the manufacturers lubricatio4 specifications chart for
the particular make, model, and yeax kf the,vehicle.to be lub-
ricated. Nanually adjusts lift arms at front of vehicle to a
position uader s rina assembl-, anaat rear under axle housing.
Hoists-vehicle to _eet a ove deck on twin post hYdrolic
pneumatic lift with compressed air controlled by hand operated
control levers located on lift control panel. Visually examines
lift arms for correct positioning. -Repositions lift arms'when
necessary, for safety and to prevent damage to vehicle, by lowering
lift to deck for manual readjustment of lift arms to correct
points. Raises vehicle to work height by hand operatO lift con,:
trol levers for under chassis inspection and-lubrication.
Examines by visual inspection, umderside oE,vehicle for obVious
existing,hazards, ex.: worn or damaged tires, faulty exhaust

--syste,-frayedemergendy brake cable, damaged hydraulic brake
lines, oil lcaks, --daM-ad-shoGk-absorbers and_missing fasteners.
Reports defects or mallunctions to superviS-O.:r-
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